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Exercise 23

Palindromes
Underline the words that are palindromes.

A palindrome is a 
word that reads the 

same  
whether it is 

written forwards or 
backwards,  
e.g. level.

1. driveway, said, sorts, tenet, recoil

2. Mr, Mrs, madam, sir, lord

3. radar, X-ray, sonar, nasal, fifty

4. sweets, civic, civil, senses, laugh

5. ear, eye, neck, fluff, seek

6. dais, reed, deed, seeds, lot

Crosswords
Fill in the crosswords below so that all the words listed are included. You have been given one letter 
as a clue in each crossword. All the words must fit in exactly.

7–12. 13–18.

A

E

furore, tunnel, untrue, stated, ladles, nation resign, misses, reuses, ungags, resize, fiesta

Solve the problem
Emma went on a class trip to Wellington Zoo. She took a picture of a seal that was 1 metre long.  
The seal was lying beside a brick wall. When she got her pictures developed, the 1-metre-long seal 
was 2 cm long and the wall was 4.5 cm high.

19. What was the height of the brick wall at the zoo? 

20. How many times higher is the wall than the seal? 

Learning Outcome:
Student will solve set palindromes.
Student will complete crosswords using the words given.
Student will use a combination of the four basic mathematical processes to work out set problems.
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Exercise 24

Incorrect numbers
Underline the incorrect number in each sequence below.

Here is an example.

1, 3, 5, 8, 9

1. 1, 6, 11, 17, 21, 26

2. 5, 10, 17, 20, 25

3. 7, 71, 717, 7117, 71717

4. 99, 88, 77, 66, 54, 44

5. 160, 80, 40, 22, 10, 5

6. 35, 29, 23, 17, 11, 4

Consonants
Look at the words given below and write how many consonants appear in each word.

7. leave (  ) 10. races (  )

8. breath (  ) 11. crawl (  )

9. frame (  ) 12. niece (  )

13. Which consonant appears most frequently in the words above? (  )

14. Which vowel appears most frequently in the words above? (  )

15. Which of the words above would be found first in a dictionary? (  )

16. Which of the words above would be found last in a dictionary? (  )

17. Which of the words above is the opposite in meaning to ARRIVE? (  )

18. Which of the words above is the female equivalent of nephew? (  )

Solve the problem
Jack has three times as many comic books as Jacob. Jacob has two-thirds as many comic books as 
Joshua. Joshua has 27 comic books.

19. How many comic books does Jack have? 

20. How many comic books does Jacob have? 

Learning Outcome:
Student will find the incorrect term in a sequence.
Student will analyse the number of consonants that appear in set words.
Student will consolidate alphabetising skills.
Student will use a combination of the four basic mathematical processes to work out set problems.
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Exercise 25

Find the word
Using only the letters in the word INVENTIONS, solve the following clues.

Here is an example.

The number that comes after the number nine is ten.

1. Grapes grow on these (  )

2. Something you can catch bugs or fish in (  )

3. Another name for a can (  )

4. Something that lets out smells (  )

5. Something you cook on (  )

6. Something you do in an election (  )

Find the missing letters
Find two letters that will finish one word and start the second word. Both words must make sense.

Here is an example.

F I N I S H O O T

Finish + shoot

7. B R U   O P S

8. B E   T E N D

9. T I   A T

10. C A U   A M

11. D R O   S T

12. B U R   E M
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Exercise 25

Find the hidden words
In each of the following sentences there is a hidden four-letter word. The hidden word can be found 
by looking at the words beside each other in the sentence. The word must go across two or more 
words. Find the hidden word and write it in the bracket.

Here is an example.

The two bags were both empty. (them)

Use your fingers to 

move along the words 

and block out all the 

letters except the 

four you are looking 

at!

13. Jack dressed up as a Christmas elf for the play. (     )

14. Each operation must be performed with care. (     )

15. There was no tea left in the pot. (     )

16. We wanted to see more of the clown at the circus. (     )

17. The last embers glowed in the fireplace. (     )

18. We watched the archer aim his arrow. (     )

Solve the problem
The length of a rectangle is four times as long as its width. The area of the rectangle is 100 metres 
squared.

19. What is the length of each of the two longest sides?  

20. What is the perimeter of the rectangle?  

Learning Outcome:
Student will read information and make sensible choices to ensure answers make sense.
Student, through a process of exploration and elimination, will find the missing letters and words in each question.
Student will use a combination of the four basic mathematical processes to work out set problems.
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Exercise 26

Find the correct word
In each of the following word lists, only ONE of the words can be made from the word in bold. 
Underline that word.

Here is an example.

communication    (coming, came, nation, taste, numb)

1. gymnasium    (magic, mist, guise, nags, men)

2. epilogue    (gist, luge, gorge, plugs, gale)

3. reinforce    (grin, ring, fear, core, faint)

4. relentless    (rents, send, tent, wish, laugh)

5. languages    (gain, guess, moss, lugs, peg)

6. languishing    (shine, hit, list, nest, gain)

Find the number
Each of the following problems can be answered with a number.
Find the correct number.

Once you think  

you have found  

the correct 

number, insert it 

into the sum and 

see if your  

answer works.

7. The square root of this number is 13. 

8. Find the square root of 81 and add 7. 

9. This number is 12 more than a quarter of 72. 

10. Find the number of weeks in 119 days. 

11. If we add 9 to this number and then add another 3, the answer is 53. 

12. 17 squared is 
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Exercise 26

Reverse alphabetical order
Put the words in the following lists in REVERSE alphabetical order (e.g. cat becomes tac) by 
numbering them 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Here is an example.

lot (4 ) camera (1 ) rob (2 ) row (5 ) load (3 )

Write the alphabet 

out in reverse order 

to help you.

13. lavish (  ) lard (  ) lump (  ) low (  ) lean (  )

14. tend (  ) tent (  ) told (  ) tore (  ) toast (  )

15. key (  ) core (  ) sold (  ) boat (  ) chain (  )

16. car (  ) rain (  ) coat (  ) clap (  ) baby (  )

17. walk (  ) run (  ) slip (  ) crash (  ) bump (  )

18. leg (  ) arm (  ) head (  ) foot (  ) nose (  )

Solve the problem
19. If my mother was 3 times as old as me when I was 10, how old is she now that I am 17? 

20. My sister was half my age when I was 14. Now that she is 18, how old am I? 

Learning Outcome:
Student will recognise and work with patterns in a variety of forms.
Student will use a combination of the four basic mathematical processes to solve set problems.
Student will solve problems using reverse alphabetising skills.
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Exercise 27

Adding a letter to make a new word
Add one letter to the word in bold to make a complete new word. The meaning of the new word is 
given in the clue.
Write the new word in the space provided.

Here is an example.

law – an imperfection (f law)

1. fame – a case or border enclosing a picture or painting (  )

2. rope – to feel about or search blindly (  )

3. lad – what is carried or is to be carried (  )

4. pith – to throw or fling (  )

5. raise – to convey approval (  )

6. sort – competitive activities or games (  )

Removing a letter to make a new word
Remove one letter from the word in bold to make a complete new word. The meaning of the new 
word is given in the clue.
Write the new word in the space provided.

Here is an example.

flaw – a rule or set of rules ( f  l a w)

7. fibre – burning fuel in a grate (  )

8. fled – past tense of lead (  )

9. grills – breathing apparatus of fish (  )

10. parity – a gathering or celebration (  )

11. prove – to wander (  )

12. scale – the exchange of an item for money or a reduction in price (  )
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Exercise 27

Opposite pairings
Underline the PAIR of words that are most opposite in meaning.

Here is an example.

up / down    concrete / stone    car / vehicle

13. rise / drop milk / water television / radio

14. salary / wage church / building good / evil

15. tool / implement whisper / yell box / container

16. punch / thump pencil / pen clean / filthy

17. glue / adhesive slide / slip shut / open

18. fly / soar sleep / wake toast / roast

Solve the problem
19. Alice walked around the perimeter of her school field six times. The field is an exact square. She 

walked a total of 4.8 km in total.

 How long is ONE of the sides of the field? 

20. What is the area of the field? 

Learning Outcome:
Student will consolidate and expand vocabulary and dictionary skills to solve word-based problems.
Student will solve antonym-based problems.
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Answers

Sorting jumbled letters into words (page 42)

13. OLAKA (Koala) bears live in AUASLTARI (Australia).

14. There are WTNTEY (twenty )-four hours in a YDA (day ).

15. People use IOLBME (mobile) phones to make SALCL (calls).

16. ALIWNKG (Walking ) is a great way to keep ITF (fit ).

17. EELTISVION (Television) can be very GNTATEERNIIN (entertaining).

18. You can see a GEITR (tiger ) at the OZO (zoo).

Solve the problem (page 42)

19. How much would the cost of dry-cleaning a coat increase by? $3.75 (25%)

20. What is the new cost of dry-cleaning a coat? $18.75

Exercise 23
Palindromes (page 43)

1. driveway, said, sorts, tenet, recoil

2. Mr, Mrs, madam, sir, lord

3. radar, X-ray, sonar, nasal, fifty

4. sweets, civic, civil, senses, laugh

5. ear, eye, neck, fluff, seek

6. dais, reed, deed, seeds, lot

Crosswords (page 43)

7–12. 13–18.

T U N N E L

N A A

S T A T E D

R I L

F U R O R E

E N S

R M U

R E S I G N

S S G

F I E S T A

Z E G

R E U S E S

Solve the problem (page 43)

19. What was the height of the brick wall at the zoo? 2.25 m (225 cm)

20. How many times higher is the wall than the seal? 2.25 times higher
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Answers

Exercise 24
Incorrect numbers (page 44)

1. 1, 6, 11, 17, 21, 26

2. 5, 10, 17, 20, 25

3. 7, 71, 717, 7117, 71717

4. 99, 88, 77, 66, 54, 44

5. 160, 80, 40, 22, 10, 5

6. 35, 29, 23, 17, 11, 4

Consonants (page 44)

7. leave (2 )

8. breath (4 )

9. frame (3 )

10. races (3)

11. crawl (4 )

12. niece (2 )

13. Which consonant appears the most frequently in the words above? (R )

14. Which vowel appears most frequently in the words above? (E )

15. Which of the words above could be found first in a dictionary? (breath)

16. Which of the words above would be found last in a dictionary? (races)

17.  Which of the words above is the opposite in meaning to ARRIVE? (leave)

18. Which of the words above is the female equivalent of nephew? (niece)

Solve the problem (page 44)

19. How many comic books does Jack have? 54

20. How many comic books does Jacob have? 18

Exercise 25
Find the word (page 45)

1. Grapes grow on these (vines)

2. Something you can catch bugs or fish in (nets)  or  (net)

3. Another name for a can (tin)

4. Something that lets out smells (vent )

5. Something you cook on (stove)

6. Something you do in an election (vote)
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Answers

Find the missing letters (page 45)

7. B R U (S H ) O P S

8. B E (A T ) T E N D

9. T I (M E ) A T

10. C A U (S E ) A M

11. D R O (V E ) S T

12. B U R (S T ) E M

Find the hidden words (page 46)

13. Jack dressed up as a Christmas elf for the play. (self )

14. Each operation must be performed with care. (chop)

15. There was no tea left in the pot. (note )  or  (tint)

16. We wanted to see more of the clown at the circus. (seem)

17. The last embers glowed in the fireplace. (stem)

18. We watched the archer aim his arrow. (hear )

Solve the problem (page 46)

19. What is the length of each of the two longest sides? 20 m

20. What is the perimeter of the rectangle? 50 m (20 + 20 + 5 + 5 )

Exercise 26
Find the correct word (page 47)

1. gymnasium (magic, mist, guise, nags, men)

2. epilogue (gist, luge, gorge, plugs, gale)

3. reinforce (grin, ring, fear, core, faint)

4. relentless (rents, send, tent, wish, laugh)

5. languages (gain, guess, moss, lugs, peg)

6. languishing (shine, hit, list, nest, gain)

Find the number (page 47)

7. The square root of this number is 13.  169

8. Find the square root of 81 and add 7.  16

9. This number is 12 more than a quarter of 72.  30

10. Find the number of weeks in 119 days.  17

11. If we add 9 to this number and then add another 3, the answer is 53.  41

12. 17 squared is  289
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Answers

Reverse alphabetical order (page 48)

13. lavish (2 ) lard (1 ) lump (4 ) low (5 ) lean (3 )

14. tend (2) tent (4 ) told (1) tore (3 ) toast (5 )

15. key (5 ) core (2 ) sold (1 ) boat (4 ) chain (3 )

16. car (3 ) rain (1 ) coat (4 ) clap (2 ) baby (5 )

17. walk (2 ) run (3 ) slip (4 ) crash (1 ) bump (5 )

18. leg (3 ) arm (4 ) head (1 ) foot (5 ) nose (2 )

Solve the problem (page 48)

19. If my mother was 3 times as old as me when I was 10, how old is she now that I am 17? 37

20. My sister was half my age when I was 14. Now that she is 18, how old am I? 25

Exercise 27
Adding a letter to make a new word (page 49)

1. fame – a case or border enclosing a picture or painting (frame)

2. rope – to feel about or search blindly (grope)

3. lad – what is carried or is to be carried (load )

4. pith – to throw or fling (pitch)

5. raise – to convey approval (praise)

6. sort – competitive activities or games (sport )

Removing a letter to make a new word (page 49)

7. fibre – burning fuel in a grate (fire)

8. fled – past tense of lead (led )

9. grills – breathing apparatus of fish (gills)

10. parity – a gathering or celebration (party)

11. prove – to wander (rove)

12. scale – the exchange of an item for money or a reduction in price (sale)

Opposite pairings (page 50)

13. rise / drop milk / water television / radio

14. salary / wage church / building good / evil

15. tool / implement whisper / yell box / container

16. punch / thump pencil / pen clean / filthy

17. glue / adhesive slide / slip shut / open

18. fly / soar sleep / wake toast / roast


